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What is uncomfortable interaction?
Uncomfortable interactions are those that cause a degree of suffering to the user.

Uncomfortable interactions are either experienced directly or empathically on behalf of others.
 
 

Physical suffering
- Physical stress
- Tiredness
- Pain

 

Mental suffering
- Fear
- Anxiety

 



Forms of uncomfortable interactions
1. Traditional performing arts 2. Human–computer interaction

INTERACTIVE INSTALLATION



Human-computer interactions (HCI)
In this current era recent turn to the arts and entertainment, HCI has broadened its focus to cover 
aesthetic and emotional design values associated with user experience.

Uncle Roy All Around You (2003) Desert Rain (1997) 



Desert Rain
Desert Rain is an artwork by a pioneering artist group called Blast Theory.

They combine elements of performance, installation and virtual reality. 



What is Desert Rain?
Desert Rain is the war game, which is part of a performance in an extensive physical setting, 
including a Virtual Reality environment. 

This theatrical multi-media installation is based on real life sources that probes the relationship 
between the real and the virtual in response to the 1990-1991 Gulf War.



How does Desert Rain work?
Six participants goes through a scripted sequence of physical spaces.

1. The participants get instructions in a darkened ante-chamber, where they leave their coats and 
bags, and put on hooded black jackets.

2. Led to U-shaped cubicles where they enter the virtual world of the war game projected onto a 
"screen" of water spray.

3. 20 minutes to capture their allocated targets in desert landscapes, bunkers and motels. 
4. Once the game is over, the participants are asked to step through the rain curtain
5. Proceed along a sand corridor to a reconstructed 

motel room
6. Confronted with the real identities and experiences 

of their targets.
7. At some point later they will discover a small bag of 

sand concealed in their coat or bag, containing 
approximately 100,000 grains.



What is Desert Rain?
This game triggers questions about the intricate relation between the real and the virtual in the context 
of modern warfare and mass media.

Schematic view of the installation



Technologies & Softwares used
Projection on the technologically 

driven water curtains-cum-screens.

Pressure-sensitive footpad to 
navigate the 3D world.

Headphones for live audio links 
and feedback.



Technologies & Softwares used
A magnetic card which stores crucial information 

and activates the various technologies

In the computer space behind the cubicles, 
technicians monitor the players without 

them always being aware of it.



Purpose of Desert Rain
Desert Rain is a critical response to the Gulf War as represented by mass media. While live television 

claimed to provide direct access to real events in the war zone, audiences had the feeling that 

"the more you watched, the less you knew" 



Purpose of Desert Rain
Desert Rain also took a stand against philosopher Jean Baudrillard's position that the "Gulf War did not 
take place", which basically reduced the war to a grand simulation scheme while ignoring the real and 
devastating effects on the ground.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Gulf_War_Did_Not_Take_Place
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Gulf_War_Did_Not_Take_Place


Purpose of Desert Rain
Triggered by the media coverage of Gulf War I, Blast Theory explores the boundaries between the real 
and the virtual war by juxtaposing the two realms into one installation, where 

"the real intrudes upon the virtual and vice versa"



Purpose of Desert Rain
Desert Rain reconstructs the war in a collaborative virtual and physical environment, aiming to make 
the intersections and gaps between both worlds more concrete and to allow participants to experience 
them through immersion.



Connections drawn from Desert Rain
1. Players get stripped from their belongings and start a fresh with 
the same outfit
Create a sense of commitment to the game, having equal footing 
and zero identity.

2. Players viewing the projection on a surface of waterfall
During the Gulf War, Saddam Hussein explored the use of 
chemical bomb which created smoke. As such when the soldiers 
headed back to camp, they had to stand in pouring water to 
wash off the toxin.



Connections drawn from Desert Rain
3. Players going up the sand ramp to head to final room
The sand symbolises the whole desert.

4. Final room with life-sized photo printed on the wall
Playing with what is real and what is fake on this 
whole Gulf War.

5. 100,000 grains of sand
Represents the casualties during Gulf War 
that was not reported.



Conclusion
Blast Theory's work critically questions the bombardment of images by CNN, BBC, and other media 
such as Jean Baudrillard's on Gulf War I, which hinders experience and objective information. 

"The media, advertising and the entertainment industries were casually misleading at best 
and perniciously deceptive at worst."

Blast Theory's mixed reality installation is an artistic form of journalism that offers a thoughtful 
alternative to the representation of the war in broadcast media.



END.


